Abstract-To solve the decoupling problem in aeroengine multivariable contrl system,in this article,using the modified PID network design the decoupling controller for aeroengine multivariable system. PID network weights using gradient learning algorithm, the network weights fixed more slowly and were easy to fall into local minimum value,so in this paper by means of adding momentum item, improve the efficiency of online learning.The simulation results show that,using this manner design the decoupling controller has high decoupling,low justive time,high precision error and so forth.Using this manner is content to design for the aeroengine controller.
INTRODUCTION
Aircraft engine is a kind of strongly nonlinear and complex, time-varying pneumatic thermodynamics system.In the process of their work, will be affected by many uncertain factors, and changes in external conditions, the engine work status and performance will change accordingly, may even lead to the instability of flight. Traditional controller have limitations in the specific control system,when the serious nonlinear controlled object, the mathematical model of uncertainty, the system working point the factors such as dramatic changes,there is difficult to make up for the serious defects of the traditional controller,the effectiveness of its application is limited by a lot of,this causes the people to new control technology and methods are put forward [1 , 2] . Proposed in reference [3] ,traditional PID control method combined with neural network control method of PID neural network controller.PID network is not a simple combination of neural network and PID control law,which will be incorporated in the neural networks, the PID control law so that it has advantages of neural network and PID control.By the simulation experiments show that using PID network to establish the decoupling control of aircraft engine can satisfy the control requirement.
II. AIRCRAFT ENGINE MODEL
Assuming that Aircraft engine in a balance of small deviation state variable model is expressed as:
x Ax Bu y Cx Du T is low pressure turbine inlet temperature.
The working mechanisms of a engine flight envelope is shown in figure 1 .Aircraft engine in this area, do not overload, not overtemperature super power. 
III. MULTIVARIABLE DECOUPLING CONTROLLER BASED ON MODIFIED PID NETWORK

A. Multivariable Decoupling Controller Based on Modified PID Network System Structure
From the structure of PID network can be divided into three layer that is input layer, hidden layer and output layer , four input output variable controller is designed in this paper, four variables control network topology structure is as follows: Which input layer contains eight neurons, input data si X is equal to the output data si x , calculating formula is:
Hidden layer has twelve neurons, including proportion of four neurons, four integral neurons and differential neurons [5] .Its computation formula is:
The output of hidden layer neurons computation formula is as follows:
Formula (4) as the proportion of neurons output formula, 2 
Output layer has four neurons, constitute four-dimensional output, the output of the output layer is the output value of the weighted hidden layer neurons and all, is calculated as follows:
Formula (7) Network PID control in the control process according to the amount of error correction method according to the gradient correction weights, so that the control continues to be close to the amount of control target weights amended as follows: 
Formula (9) for the PID network hidden layer to the output layer weights correction formula,
Equation (10) for the PID input layer to the hidden layer weights correction formula, η is learning rate.
PID network weights gradient learning algorithm, network weights corrected slow and easy to fall into local minimum,in this paper, to improve network efficiency by adding momentum learning methods ,correction formula PID network weights modified: 
Formula (11) and (12) is for after modifying the hidden layer to the output layer weights correction formula and the input layer to the hidden layer weights correction formula, where 1 η is the learning factor adding momentum.
B. Modified PID Network of Aeroengine Multivariable
Decoupling Control System Design Principles In this paper, four variables improved aero-engine small deviation state variable model of the least squares method for the study,to verify the performance of the designed network decoupling PID controller. This is only the choice within the flight envelope height , , ,
The mathematical model is described by the following equation [4 ,5] .
( ( 1),..., ( )),...,
( ( 1),..., ( In this paper, a simulation matlab environment [6] , as shown in Figure 5 to establish a network-based PID based on four variables aeroengine aeroengine decoupling control, the simulation as shown in Figure 7 The dotted line is no momentum system output error curve shown in Figure 7 , the solid line is adding momentum system output error.The simulation results showed that adding network decoupling PID controller momentum, the basic phenomenon of a certain type of biaxial eliminate coupling turbofan aeroengine model, and there is no steady-state error.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the coupling between a certain type of biaxial turbofan aeroengine control volume and each loop,The improved method of least squares established aeroengine four small deviation variable state variable model for the study,PID network design aeroengine multivariable decoupling controller.Studies have shown that this method is based on the design of the network aeroengine multivariable PID decoupling controller has good decoupling characteristics, can be effectively applied to multivariable decoupling control certain type twin turbofan aircraft engines.
